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Abstract 

While ever more companies use Enterprise Social Networks for knowledge management, there is still a 

lack of understanding of users’ knowledge exchanging behavior. In this context, it is important to be able 

to identify and characterize users who contribute and communicate their knowledge in the network and 

help others to get their work done. In this paper, we propose a new methodological approach consisting of 

three steps, namely “message classification”, “identification of users’ roles” as well as “characterization of 

users’ roles”. We apply the approach to a dataset from a multinational consulting company, which allows 

us to identify three user roles based on their knowledge contribution in messages: givers, takers, and 

matchers. Going beyond this categorization, our data shows that whereas the majority of messages aims to 

share knowledge, matchers, that means people that give and take, are a central element of the network. In 

conclusion, the development and application of a new methodological approach allows us to contribute to 

a more refined understanding of users’ knowledge exchanging behavior in Enterprise Social Networks 

which can ultimately help companies to take measures to improve their knowledge management. 
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1 Introduction 

It is forecast that the global market for Enterprise Social Networks (ESN) will grow by a 19% average year-

on-year which means the annual revenue will hit $3.5 billion by 2019 [1]. ESN are online platforms used 

in a business context, which facilitate light-weight communication via short messages and provide functions 

to find, connect, and interact with colleagues [2]. With their ability to offer large-scale benefits in enterprise 

communication, collaboration, knowledge sharing, and thus organizational knowledge management [3–5], 

they are gaining rapid adoption [6]. The intention behind is to improve communication practices as well as 

business agility through an enhanced employee engagement [7,8]. As a matter of fact, ESN can create 

competitive advantage favoring effective and efficient business [9,10]. 

First studies have shown that these social technologies can support knowledge practices like information 

seeking, knowledge sharing or expert finding [11–13]. In this context, users’ rationales behind online 

knowledge sharing [e.g., 14,15] and knowledge seeking [e.g., 16–18] as well as the relationships between 

both aspects [14,19] have already been investigated. Moreover, prior studies have identified users’ roles 

based on the users’ knowledge contribution behavior in ESN. These studies focus mainly on the users’ 

structural positions and characteristics in networks [e.g., 20–22]. 

However, in this context there is still a missing understanding of how different users and their roles impact 

ESN usage and how the underlying network structures influence information dissemination and 

contribution behavior [18]. More specifically, to the best of our knowledge identifying users’ roles based 

on the contents exchanged in an ESN has not yet been subject of academic discussion. This perspective 

bears huge potential as about 80% of an organization’s information is contained within text documents [23] 

and there are calls to deepen the understanding of these potentials [e.g., 24,25]. Therefore, our objective in 

this paper is to regard the knowledge practices of ESN users from a content perspective and identify users’ 

roles based on their knowledge contribution in contents, in particular in messages. As a consequence, we 

address the following research questions: 

1. How can users’ roles in ESN be identified based on users’ knowledge contribution in messages? 

2. How can the users be characterized depending on their roles and the messages that they exchanged 

with other users? 

In order to answer these questions, we suggest a new methodological approach consisting of three steps 

namely “message classification”, “identification of users’ roles” and “characterization of users’ roles”. We 

apply the approach to a large volume of ESN communication data from a multinational consulting company 

using the ESN Yammer, to come to a better understanding of the characteristics of the messages written 

and the users connected on the platform. A text analysis approach allows us to classify messages as 
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“knowledge sharing” and “knowledge seeking”. On this basis, we identify users depending on their 

knowledge sharing and seeking behavior in messages, i.e. their knowledge contribution in the ESN. In 

detail, we identify givers (users who outstandingly share knowledge), takers (users who outstandingly seek 

knowledge), and matchers (users who share and seek knowledge to a relatively balanced extent and 

therefore are in-between the two extremes of givers and takers). In addition, we analyze the structural 

characteristics of the users via Social Network Analysis and further activities in the network as well as the 

characteristics of the messages written by users of each user role. 

Our results indicate that the majority of messages aim at sharing knowledge as compared to seeking 

knowledge. Moreover, most users contribute knowledge for others but also expect information in return 

which identifies them as matchers. Those users are also amongst the best connected users which gives them 

a central position in the ESN. 

Our contribution to theory and practice is first of all the new methodological approach to analyze users’ 

knowledge exchanging behavior and its application to ESN data from a multinational consulting company: 

(1) We distinguish ESN users’ messages based on their knowledge sharing and seeking content via text 

analysis. (2) We identify users as givers, takers, and matchers based on their knowledge contribution, which 

depends on their knowledge sharing and seeking messages. (3) We investigate the characteristics of the 

users’ roles such as typical structural positions in the network and content patterns or lengths of their 

messages. Moreover, the application of our approach reveals results that contribute to a more refined 

understanding of ESN usage and can ultimately help companies to improve their knowledge management. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We first review the existing literature on knowledge 

sharing and seeking as well as users’ roles based on knowledge contribution in ESN and identify the 

research gap. We then describe the context of our case study as well as the analyzed data and provide 

insights into the used method. Afterwards, we present our results, followed by a discussion. We conclude 

with our contribution and an outlook on future research. 

2 Background and Related Work 

In recent years, organizations discovered the potential of ESN to facilitate corporation-wide knowledge 

exchange without being subject to departmental or geographic boundaries [2] and contribute to more open 

and participative communication practices [26–28]. By now, ESN are often considered a crucial means for 

companies to stay competitive [3]. Research about ESN already covered the adoption of ESN in 

organizations [29], the development of relationships between employees [18,30], the potential benefits of 

ESN in the corporate realm, including expert finding, problem solving, work coordination, and opinion 

sharing [12,31,32] as well as ESN’s influence on career paths [33] and the relationship between ESN and 
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formal hierarchies [34,35]. Yet, there is an increasing call to better understand the behavior of users in ESN 

[36,37], especially in reference to information diffusion [38] and knowledge exchange [39,40]. 

2.1 Knowledge Sharing and Seeking in Enterprise Social Networks  

Sharing with others and demanding in return is a natural behavior pattern of mankind. When interacting 

with each other, individuals have to decide between the two extremes whether to claim as much value as 

possible or contribute value without expecting anything in return [41]. Reciprocity has been considered as 

one of the most important factors that determine individuals’ knowledge contribution or sharing behaviors 

in online communities [42,43]. The consideration of knowledge as public good allows that knowledge 

exchange is driven by care for the community rather than by self-interest [44]. Hence, a person who has 

gained something from someone else tends to give something back in return in order to sustain ongoing 

supportive exchanges [45]. Against this background, reciprocity becomes a dominant determinant of 

knowledge sharing behavior [46,47]. 

On a related note and following the increasing demand to better understand the users’ knowledge 

contribution in ESN, research started to investigate knowledge sharing and seeking of ESN users. There is 

a significant body of research showing that enterprise social software, such as ESN, is used for knowledge 

exchanging rather than for socializing [e.g., 48,49]. Hence, employees engage with the aim of searching 

and finding new corporate knowledge, which shows that the value for the employee is rather based on 

information-gathering as opposed to social purposes [50]. Jackson et al. [48] and Thom-Santelli et al. [51] 

find that users of corporate tagging and blogging systems aim at providing information and being thought 

as leaders rather than seeking information for themselves or connecting with colleagues for social purposes. 

In this line of research, in particular the individuals’ rationales behind online knowledge sharing [e.g., 

14,15] and seeking [e.g., 16–18] as well as the relation between online sharing and seeking knowledge 

[14,19] are investigated. Concerning the knowledge exchanging behavior in ESN, Wasko and Faraj [17] 

investigate the reasons of some users contributing more than others. They find that users do so if they notice 

an enhancement of their professional reputation, enjoy helping others, are structurally embedded in the 

network, and/or if their experiences are worth sharing with others. They further identify the obligation of 

reciprocity, i.e. giving back to the community in return for help, as drivers of knowledge sharing behavior 

[52]. In this context, Nowak and Sigmund [53] and Mathews and Green [54] state that reciprocity derives 

from the desire to repay the help or knowledge received from the community before. The relevance of 

reciprocity for knowledge sharing has also been confirmed by other studies [e.g., 42, 43,55]. Kankanhalli 

et al. [16] find that knowledge self-efficacy and enjoyment in helping others significantly impact knowledge 

contribution to electronic repositories whereas the loss of knowledge power and image do not appear to 
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have any impact. Zhang and Wang [18] state that a person’s position in the network influences the decisions 

about his or her total contribution as well as the allocation of his or her efforts on the platform. Schroer and 

Hertel [15] refer to contributions in an encyclopedia and find the predictors of contributors’ engagement 

and satisfaction to be determined by perceived benefits, identification with the community, and task 

characteristics. Besides, their engagement depends on their tolerance for opportunity costs and the 

experienced characteristics of their tasks, which again is partially mediated by intrinsic motivation.  

Further studies regard knowledge sharing and seeking in ESN from the content perspective and analyze the 

contents shared and exchanged within ESN as sources of knowledge. Riemer and Richter [56] explore 

communication patterns in ESN text messages by applying manual text analysis to 648 posts and find that 

the texts can be classified in different genres, such as “Ask questions”, “Share information”, or “Discuss 

and clarify”. They conclude that communication in their case is targeted towards providing awareness 

information for others and coordinating task and team matters. Cleveland [57] states that social networks 

in the corporate context enable users to re-post texts of other users in their own network which makes 

sharing knowledge with new audiences possible. They therefore allow for capturing and transferring project 

knowledge in organizations and facilitate the conversations between users for the purpose of sharing lessons 

[58]. Zhang et al. [59] investigate an ESN at a Fortune 500 company in a five-month study and find that the 

platform is mainly used to share information through messages with specially formed groups that 

particularly engage in long conversations, which in turn facilitates knowledge sharing among the 

employees. They show that users can more easily build connections, find answers to specific questions, and 

that the informal communication is improved. In an approach to classify text documents, Ebner et al. [60] 

conduct a study by tracking students’ messages in an ESN which was used for communication, 

collaboration, and documentation during a course. Of a total of 11,214 posts which were manually assigned 

to pre-defined categories, 60% could be identified as reply posts, indicating a clear communication process 

between users. These results indicate potential for informal learning and project-oriented communication 

on the platform. In keeping with this, Zhao et al. [61] examine the virtual network communication of a large 

IT company and find that 91% of the 886 posts were work-relevant, more precisely 44% were associated 

with tasks statuses, 19% with information and idea sharing, 18% with other work-related statuses, and 6% 

with questions. 

Indeed, while contents exchanged in ESN have already been analyzed in prior research, to date the content 

perspective has not been subject to research concerning users’ knowledge sharing and seeking behavior in 

ESN in particular. We assume that it is essential to not only investigate the rationales behind and 

relationships between knowledge sharing and seeking in ESN but to likewise consider the content 

perspective in particular in messages when analyzing users’ knowledge contribution. Thus, the users’ 
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knowledge contributions to an ESN are determined based on their knowledge sharing and seeking messages 

using text classification algorithms. Indeed, in this context automated approaches are needed due to the 

rising popularity of ESN and thus the rising amount of written messages available. 

2.2 Users’ Roles Based on Knowledge Contribution in Enterprise Social Networks  

Social scientists state that people differ tremendously in their preferences for reciprocity – their desired mix 

of giving and taking. Against this backdrop, Grant [41] classifies people as givers (i.e. people who give 

more than they get), takers (i.e. people who get more than they give) and matchers (i.e. people who try to 

trade evenly). Also in terms of knowledge contribution in ESN not all users can be considered as equal 

[e.g., 20–22]. They differ, for instance, regarding the contents they produce with respect to frequency, 

volume, and quality [62]. To analyze the users and their roles more in depth, Grant’s framework can serve 

as a starting point as it helps to differentiate between people with preferences for sharing knowledge or 

seeking knowledge in ESN. 

People’s roles in terms of knowledge contribution have been analyzed in the context of knowledge work. 

Knowledge work is rooted in the transformation of the society into a post-industrial state where work shifted 

from being manual to non-manual. The feature differentiating knowledge work from other conventional 

work is that its basic task is thinking [63]. Hence, knowledge workers’ primary purpose involves the 

creation, distribution, and application of knowledge [64]. Among the roles are central connectors, boundary 

spanners or peripheral specialists [e.g., 65]. Reinhardt et al. [66] identify ten knowledge worker roles 

depending on their knowledge sharing and seeking actions and propose among others controller, helper, 

learner, linker, networker or sharer as roles. 

Former research in the context of users’ roles in ESN already addresses the users’ structural positions in 

the network and finds that only a few individuals receive a majority of the attention in ESN [20]. 

Furthermore, there is often a small number of very active users as contrasted with a large number of rather 

passive users, so called lurkers [21,22,67]. Nonnecke and Preece [68] find that the share can range to as 

much as 99% of the users and point out that there are different reasons for lurking in online social networks, 

with usability problems or reluctance being examples [69]. Schneider et al. [70] draw the connection 

between epistemic curiosity as personality trait and emotional-motivational state to lurkers’ contribution in 

online communities and reveal that the psychology of curiosity generally holds great promise for research 

on online communities in information systems. 

Understanding why users share and seek knowledge is especially important with respect to ESN, as users 

largely differ in terms of connectivity (e.g. number of friends), communication activity (e.g. number of 

messages) as well as frequency, volume, and quality of the user-generated content [62]. In this regard, Gloor 
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et al. [71] analyze users’ contributions in networks based on their communication patterns. They examine 

the users’ contribution index, i.e. the extent to which their communication is balanced between sending and 

receiving messages, and are able to identify leadership roles. Trier and Richter [72] identify two different 

and interrelated actor roles as an explanation for uneven levels of user contributions to ESN. They call them 

discourse drivers and information retrievers as two mutually interdependent actors, which together shape 

the dynamics of the online interaction. On a related note, Beck et al. [25] identify knowledge contributors 

and knowledge seekers as two interconnected user roles in terms of knowledge exchange by analyzing their 

characteristics as well as their dyadic relationship from an activity-centered language/action point of view. 

Holtzblatt et al. [73] differentiate between active contributors, moderate contributors, and readers as well 

as active and occasional users while analyzing log data. Moreover, Berger et al. [74] focus on users’ 

structural aspects and coin the term of value adding users. They find that the users who add value to the 

organization by sharing their knowledge in the ESN are amongst the best connected users and thus enable 

a more effective and rapid exchange of information between different working groups. Additionally, Cetto 

et al. [24] investigate knowledge sharing and seeking of ESN users in a knowledge base and identify givers, 

takers, and matchers based on their number of write and read accesses. 

With our study, we build upon these approaches. While the majority of studies concerns solely users’ 

structural characteristics, we want to focus in particular on the contents exchanged and identify users’ roles 

based on knowledge contribution considering the content perspective in addition to the analysis of users’ 

structural aspects. In detail, we aim at identifying givers, takers, and matchers in ESN based on their 

knowledge sharing and seeking in messages. While most research on user roles in ESN focusses on solely 

two contrary user roles, only few researchers also define user roles being in-between these extremes. 

Holtzblatt et al. [73] for example shape the term of moderate contributors as user role between active 

contributors and readers. Reflecting the research on knowledge work, indeed roles being mixes of contrary 

roles were proposed. Among them are linker, networker, and helper. Linkers are described as “people who 

associate and mash up information from different sources to generate new information” while networkers 

are “people who create personal or project related connections with people involved in the same kind of 

work, to share information and support each other” [66, p. 11]. Helpers can be defined as “people who 

transfer information once they passed a problem” [66, p. 11]. Nevertheless, these roles do not entirely 

explain the meaning of matchers and thus are not applicable for the purpose of our study. For this reason 

as well as for consistency reasons we decided to stay with the term matcher to ensure an adequate analysis. 
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3 Research Gap 

Multiple authors emphasize the benefits of social media like ESN for knowledge practices [11–13,75]. At 

the same time there is still a missing understanding of how different users and their roles impact ESN usage 

and how the underlying network structures influence information dissemination and contribution behavior 

[18]. Previous studies recognized that users differ in their contribution in ESN and identified users’ roles 

according to their activities and structural characteristics in the network. Cetto et al. [24] provide a first step 

towards the identification of givers, takers, and matchers. However, they only focused on the users’ 

structural characteristics and the mere number of write and read accesses in the ESN, but did not take into 

consideration the content perspective. As 80% of an organization’s information is contained within texts 

[23], such as messages, it bears huge potential to also consider the contents within ESN as sources of 

knowledge. Furthermore, content analysis have already been conducted in comparable network contexts 

for the purpose of analyzing contents as sources of knowledge [e.g., 56]. In addition, related research 

already called for further analyses of the contents when investigating knowledge contribution in networks 

[e.g., 24]. Therefore, we assume that investigating users’ roles based on knowledge contribution in contents 

harbors enormous potential for research about knowledge contribution in ESN. 

Hence, we build upon the approach of givers, takers, and matchers based on knowledge contribution in 

ESN and enrich this research stream by adopting the content perspective for the identification of the users’ 

roles. Against this background, to the best of our knowledge we are the first to identify givers, takers, and 

matchers based on their knowledge sharing and seeking in messages using text analysis. 

4 Methodological Considerations 

4.1 Case Context 

The selected case organization is a large multinational consulting company, which employs more than 

180,000 people in 40 countries worldwide. In September 2008, a small group of consultants at the Dutch 

division of the company started to use Yammer.com, a web-based platform launched in the same month. 

Yammer is a cloud service and as of today is used by about 500,000 companies worldwide as well as of 

85% of the Fortune 5001. The functionalities of Yammer are based on the “follower principle” where users 

choose whom they follow and can see by whom they are followed which can be seen on each user’s profile. 

Another feature of Yammer is the opportunity to create groups with regard to certain topics which can be 

joined by users of the whole network and in which users can send messages to the group members 

                                                             

1 https://products.office.com/de-de/yammer/yammer-overview 
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accordingly. Further platform features include profile information, options to send direct messages, and to 

like and bookmark posts. 

The group of consultants was interested in creating an ESN environment to support their knowledge sharing 

by connecting employees with each other, creating more transparency, and making information easier to 

find. As such use practices were not yet established in the organization, the group of facilitators wanted to 

explore if and how the desired working practices could be established on the platform. 

4.2 Dataset 

The dataset arises from the first two years of Yammer usage in the company and was provided in MS Excel 

format for 10,432 unique users of the platform. 7,304 of these users followed at least one other user of the 

platform. To ensure confidentiality, all personal information (e.g. user names, email addresses) had been 

removed prior to handing over the data. The data contain 110,910 messages posted inside the ESN during 

the time period which were written by 9,806 users. Each message consists of metadata such as message ID, 

user ID, timestamp, and the content of the message. In Yammer, a message can either be sent to one person 

or a group as private message or as a public message which can be seen by the whole network accordingly. 

Excluding messages with no content, each message consists of a minimum of one and a maximum of 509 

terms. 5,242 messages (4.73%) were sent to one recipient (direct communication), 35,273 messages 

(31.80%) were sent in groups, and 16,719 messages (15.07%) were private. Furthermore, the data 

comprises 14,946 likes in reply to messages that were sent by 984 users of the platform. In addition, the 

dataset includes 599 bookmarks which were stored by users for later retrieval and information about 282 

groups which the users can become a member of. 

4.3 Data Analysis 

Our study aims at investigating the users’ knowledge contribution in ESN to identify them as givers, takers, 

and matchers based on their knowledge sharing and seeking messages (cf. Figure 1). By this means, it 

intends to provide further insights on users’ roles based on knowledge contribution in ESN. Those users 

are regarded as matchers who share and seek knowledge to a relatively balanced extent. Users who 

outstandingly share knowledge (as compared to matchers) are regarded as givers whereas users who 

outstandingly seek knowledge are regarded as takers.  
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Figure 1 Research Approach 

As a vast amount of company knowledge is contained within employees’ written texts [23], we base our 

study on the users’ knowledge contribution via ESN messages. Against this backdrop, we analyze messages 

in the ESN in a first step. Therefore, we classify messages as professional versus non-professional as merely 

the exchange of professional knowledge is relevant for the company’s stock of knowledge. The professional 

messages are subsequently classified as knowledge sharing versus knowledge seeking messages. This 

serves us as a basis for identifying the users’ roles based on their knowledge contribution in a second step. 

We identify each user as giver, taker, or matcher based on his or her previously identified knowledge 

sharing and knowledge seeking messages. To get deeper insights, we furthermore investigate in a third step 

the characteristics of the users’ roles – such as typical structural positions in the network and content 

patterns – and finally triangulate the results with user interviews. Figure 1 provides an overview of our 

approach. It is composed of three steps which are discussed more in detail in the subsequent paragraphs.  

4.3.1 First Step: Message Classification 

In order to substantiate the definitions of givers, takers, and matchers for our setting, we first conduct text 

analysis to the messages written in the ESN. The aim is to find first, professional messages as a basis for 

further analyzing these professional messages in terms of their knowledge contributing content. For our 

study, only the professional messages are of interest as source of company relevant knowledge for further 

content analysis. As a common proceeding to identify relevant content in mass text-based messages, text 

analysis, consisting of the substeps data preparation, data preprocessing, classification, and classifier 

evaluation, is widely used as it has been proven to deliver reliable results [e.g., 76–78]. 

In text analysis, sample labeling is a critical step in order to train a classifier [e.g., 79,80]. Therefore, during 

the data preparation substep of our content analysis, we firstly construct a profile for each class. We define 

“professional” messages as containing information about the work in the company (e.g., technologies, 

directions, responsibilities, staffing) and/or about the network (Yammer) itself (e.g., functionalities). “Non-
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professional” message contents are regarded as non-informing or not work-related. Following this, we 

further subdivide the professional messages into the classes “knowledge sharing” and “knowledge seeking”. 

In line with this, a message is regarded as “knowledge sharing” if it contains helpful information for other 

users (e.g., advices, helpful links, email addresses, references to documents or responsible persons), or if it 

offers help to other users. A “knowledge seeking” message in turn contains signs that the user receives 

information, demands for information, or demands help from other users. Hence, a team of two researchers 

manually code a randomly selected subset (training and test data) of 5% of the 110,910 messages to the 

corresponding class depending on the prevalence of the clear operational definitions above [81]. Therefore, 

each selected message is first coded to one of the two categories “professional” and “non-professional”. 

Afterwards, if and only if the message is labelled “professional” it is further coded in “knowledge sharing” 

or “knowledge seeking”. Regarding the coding procedure, to ensure reliable results, the researchers first 

define coding rules and label a first amount of messages together. After coding further 100 messages 

separately, Krippendorff alpha [82] as standard reliability measure for coding data [83] was used to estimate 

the inter-rater reliability and to ensure a consistent coding approach and reliable results. The two researchers 

reached a relatively high inter-coder reliability of α=0.8802. After consolidating the mismatches and 

refining the coding rules, each researcher codes by himself in order to reach a maximal subset of coded 

messages. We use 80% of this labelled data (training data) to train a classifier, utilize the remaining labelled 

data (test data) for classifier evaluation, and subsequently apply the classifier to the whole dataset. 

In the following substep, preprocessing is used to clean the data and reduce the amount of terms to get the 

minimum of relevant terms to improve speed and accuracy of classification algorithms [84]. Preprocessing 

is composed of feature extraction, feature representation, and feature selection. Feature extraction is used 

to extract relevant features from the original text documents in a clear format [85]. Therefore, we remove 

all messages not relevant for our purpose, which are automatically generated messages (e.g. welcome notes 

and daily reports) identified by their standard structure and non-English messages identified by the Apache 

TIKA library2. Moreover, we conduct term manipulations to the texts in order to reduce the count of terms 

in such that we remove hyphen, markups from html, punctuations (except for question marks which are 

replaced by “questionmark” as they are assumed to be relevant for the identification of knowledge seeking 

messages), diacritic marks and numbers. Moreover, we write all terms to lower case. We also replace terms 

consisting of hyperlinks, emails, tags, user names or groups by categorical identifiers (e.g. “ishyperlink”, 

“istag”) as they have the same semantic meanings for our analysis. Additionally, we remove stop words 

(such as “and” and “the”) using the built-in list of English stop words in KNIME3 and reduce the terms to 

                                                             

2 https://tika.apache.org/1.14/detection.html 

3 https://www.knime.org/files/nodedetails/_labs_textprocessing_preprocessing_Stop_word_Filter.html 
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their word stem using the common Porter Stemmer [86]. The purpose of feature selection is to eliminate 

irrelevant and redundant information from the target texts using a score mostly based on the frequency of 

terms [87]. We decide to eliminate features with only a single occurrence as they are not relevant for the 

classification. To conduct the previously described substeps we apply the commonly used bag-of-word 

feature representation for the preprocessing steps [88]. The result of the feature selection is represented in 

a vector space model in which each dimension represents a separate term as a single word with each term 

occurring at least once in a certain minimum number of documents [89]. 

In the classification substep, we apply text classification algorithms to the document-term matrix to assign 

a document to the corresponding class. In the last substep classifier evaluation, we aim at finding the best 

classification results. To do so, we test the most common classification algorithms, such as decision tree 

classification [90], support vector machine (SVM) [91], k-nearest neighbor (KNN) [92], naïve-bayesian 

[93] and artificial neural network (ANN) [94]. We train each algorithm with the labeled training data and 

evaluate the classifiers based on the labeled test data. For the evaluation, we compute recall, precision, 

accuracy, and F1 score which are widely used to assess the results of text analysis [95] and other machine 

learning approaches [96]. We utilize a 10-fold cross-validation [97] and regard the performance measures 

accuracy and F1-score as they include the measures recall and precision. We choose SVM as algorithm as 

it delivers good results and performs best for the classification in “professional” and “non-professional”. 

Moreover, it also delivers good results for the classification in “knowledge sharing” and “knowledge 

seeking” (cf. Table 1). 

 First content analysis Second content analysis 

Recall  Precision  Accuracy  F1 Recall Precision Accuracy F1 

ANN 81.4% 89.4% 80.6% 85.2% 95.6% 85.4% 87.0% 90.2% 

Decision Tree 85.5% 85.7% 80.2% 85.6% 89.0% 89.3% 86.4% 89.1% 

KNN 67.9% 85.3% 69.9% 75.6% 53.1% 91.8% 67.8% 67.3% 

Naïve Bayes 95.7% 80.1% 79.7% 87.2% 99.1% 70.2% 73.2% 82.2% 

SVM 90.0% 88.5% 85.1% 89.2% 92.1% 89.1% 88.0% 90.6% 

Table 1 Classification Results 

 

4.3.2 Second Step: Identification of Users’ Roles 

To identify givers, takers, and matchers based on knowledge contribution in ESN we not only binarily 

differentiate the messages 𝑚𝑖
𝑢  of a user u into messages with preliminary knowledge sharing content 

𝑐↑(𝑚𝑖
𝑢) and preliminary knowledge seeking content 𝑐↓(𝑚𝑖

𝑢) but rather we use the probabilistic outputs 
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𝑃(𝑐↑(𝑚𝑖
𝑢)), 𝑃(𝑐↓(𝑚𝑖

𝑢)), delivered by the SVM classifier [98]. 𝑃(𝑐↑(𝑚𝑖
𝑢)) represents the probability that 

the message is knowledge sharing while 𝑃(𝑐↓(𝑚𝑖
𝑢)) depicts the probability that the message is knowledge 

seeking. In order to establish the link between the average probabilities of users’ messages being knowledge 

sharing and seeking, we take the differences between the averages (based on each user’s amount of 

messages 𝑛𝑢 ) of 𝑃(𝑐↑(𝑚𝑖
𝑢))  and 𝑃(𝑐↓(𝑚𝑖

𝑢)) . This difference represents each user’s knowledge 

contribution to the ESN (𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢)). The results of the following formula are values in the interval [−1; 1]. 

                         ⏞        
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

 

𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢) = (
1

𝑛𝑢
∑𝑃(𝑐↑(𝑚𝑖

𝑢))

𝑛𝑢

𝑖=1

) − (
1

𝑛𝑢
∑𝑃(𝑐↓(𝑚𝑖

𝑢))

𝑛𝑢

𝑖=1

) =
1

𝑛𝑢
(∑(𝑃(𝑐↑(𝑚𝑖

𝑢)) − 𝑃(𝑐↓(𝑚𝑖
𝑢)))

𝑛𝑢

𝑖=1

) 

                                   
                          ⏟        

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔

       
 

Based on the definition of 𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢), users with 𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢) = 1 and 𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢) close to 1 are regarded a givers, 

while users with 𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢) = −1  and 𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢)  close to −1  are regarded as takers. Matchers are located 

between givers and takers with a relatively balanced knowledge contribution. We define matchers as users 

whose knowledge contribution 𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢) differs less than one standard deviation (𝜎𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢)
) from the average 

knowledge contribution  (�̅�𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢)
) of all users. This results in a corresponding interval of  (�̅�𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢)

−

𝜎𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢)
,  �̅�𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢)

+ 𝜎𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢)
)  for the knowledge contribution 𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢)  of a matcher. All users with a 

knowledge contribution 𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢) outside this interval are classified as givers or takers respectively (cf. 

Figure 2). 

                                                           ⏞                  
𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟

                                                     ⏞                  
𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟

                                                      ⏞                  
𝐺𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟

 

 

𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢) 

Figure 2 Identification of Users’ Roles depending on 𝒅𝒄↑↓(𝒖) 

4.3.3 Third Step: Characterization of Users’ Roles 

To investigate the structural characteristics of givers, takers, and matchers and to analyze their social 

networking behavior in ESN, we apply Social Network Analysis [99]. In the context of ESN, Social 

Network Analysis was prior used to analyze for instance users’ social networking behavior in ESN [35,100], 

or the characteristics of key users in ESN [74]. According to Freeman [101], Social Network Analysis 

“involves theorizing, model building, and empirical research focused on uncovering the patterning of links 
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among actors” by, for instance, quantifying the centrality of nodes within a network via centrality measures. 

The most common centrality measures are degree centrality, closeness centrality, and betweenness 

centrality [102] as well as eigenvector centrality [103]. An ESN can be represented as a graph with a set of 

nodes (users) and a set of edges (ties) linking pairs of nodes. The edges can be directed or undirected and 

represent either social links like follower relations (social graph) or communication activities like messages 

amongst the users (activity graph) [104–106]. We base our research on both graphs in order to get profound 

insights into the structural characteristics of givers, takers, and matchers in ESN. 

We analyze two different types of relationships: (1) social relationships (based on directed follower 

relations) and (2) communication (based on direct messages). In the case of directed follower relations, the 

social graph contains 9,237 nodes (users involved in at least one follower relationship) and 137,550 directed 

edges created by users who follow. Concerning communication, nodes represent senders and recipients of 

messages, while edges are created by sending a message. The corresponding activity graph contains 1,327 

nodes (users being senders and/or receivers of at least one direct message in the observation period) and 

2,660 directed edges. For our analysis, we use the igraph package for R4 to calculate degree centrality, 

closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, and eigenvector centrality for each node of the social as well 

as of the activity graph. In addition, we investigate a further network measure related to the users’ reciprocal 

behavior. This measure refers to the behavior of responding to an action in the network with another action 

[107,108]. In ESN, reciprocal behavior shows up as retweeting, commenting, liking or answering one 

another’s post or message to ensure ongoing mutual support. This reciprocity is regarded as dyadic level of 

analysis in terms of directed reciprocity [109]. We measure the users’ dyadic level of knowledge 

contribution in ESN based on the users’ sharing messages (to individuals as well as within groups), i.e. the 

percentage of answering with a sharing message to a previously received sharing message. 

To gain further insights into the characteristics of givers, takers, and matchers, we additionally analyze user 

statistics. In particular, we investigate the content patterns and lengths of their messages exchanged and the 

participation of givers, takers, and matchers with respect to group memberships, usage of tags, bookmarks, 

and likes as well as messages received and sent (overall, private, public). 

Finally, according to Behrendt et al. [110] combining results from different sources can improve the validity 

of the analysis. Thus, to draw a richer picture of the case context and complement our quantitative results, 

we decided to triangulate them with interviews with 14 users of the ESN which had been carried out earlier 

in order to get a better understanding of the ways users have appropriated the platform [111]. Yet, quotes 

                                                             

4 http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/igraph/index.html  
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from the interviews also proved helpful to illustrate how the ESN users reflected upon their behavior as 

well as on the behavior of others. 

5 Results 

This section is dedicated to the results. First, we focus on the results of the message classification. The 

second part concentrates on the results of the identification of users’ roles and the third part reveals the 

characteristics of the users’ roles in terms of structural positions in the network and content patterns as well 

as the triangulation with user interviews. 

5.1 Results of the First Step: Message Classification 

The results of the first step “message classification” reveal that professional messages are prevalent with a 

share of 72.4% in the ESN and exceed non-professional messages (27.6%) in many ways: they exhibit in 

total a vaster amount of messages, have a higher term variety as well as more terms per message as opposed 

to non-professional messages (cf. Table 2). Further, the majority of professional messages is classified as 

knowledge sharing with a share of 64.9% as opposed to knowledge seeking (33.1%). As to that, the 

knowledge sharing messages show higher amounts regarding term variety as well as terms per message 

indicating that knowledge sharing messages in average are longer and seem to contain more information 

than knowledge seeking messages (cf. Table 2). 

 
First content analysis Second content analysis 

Professional Non-professional Knowledge sharing Knowledge seeking 

No. of messages 57,056 (72.4%) 21,798 (27.6%) 38,194 (64.9%) 18,862 (33.1%) 

Term variety 46,696  20,554  37,956  19,704  

Terms/message 12.3 6.9 13.3 10.4 

Table 2 Message Distribution and Attributes 

Terms in knowledge sharing messages Terms in knowledge seeking messages 

  

Figure 3 Word Clouds and Most Frequent Terms 
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Concerning the contents of the messages (cf. Figure 3), knowledge sharing messages include most of all 

the term “ishyperlink” (10,656 occurrences: e.g., “here you can read how you can do it ishyperlink”) 

followed by “tag” (3,938 occurrences: e.g., “expecting quick market uptake of open group it specialist 

certification forthcoming year ishyperlink [istag] [istag]”) and “n[o]t” (3,241 occurrences: e.g., “it is not a 

question of security but privacy”). Concerning knowledge seeking messages, the prevalent term is 

“questionmark” (14,836 occurrences: e.g., “any news on your potential project questionmark”), before 

“thank” (3,836 occurrences: e.g., “a really good ebook thanks for sharing”), and “looking[ for]” (2,561 

occurrences: e.g., “looking for reverences where we have done website rationalization”). The most frequent 

terms in knowledge sharing and seeking messages can be seen in the word clouds of Figure 3. At this point, 

it should be noticed that the same term can appear in knowledge sharing as well as knowledge seeking 

messages (i.e., “does this help someone questionmark” or “can someone help me questionmark”). 

5.2 Results of the Second Step: Identification of Users’ Roles 

As givers, takers, and matchers are identified based on their knowledge contribution in messages 𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢), 

in the step “identification of users’ roles” only users with knowledge sharing or knowledge seeking 

messages are regarded, which results in 2,734 users with at least one knowledge sharing or seeking 

message. The result of the identification of users’ roles is depicted in Figure 4 which shows the distribution 

of 𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢) among all users as well as the separation of givers, takers, and matchers according to the 

thresholds. 
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Figure 4 Distribution of Users depending on their Knowledge Contribution 𝒅𝒄↑↓(𝒖) 

With �̅�𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢)
= 0.1940 and 𝜎𝑑𝑐↑↓(𝑢)

= 0.5620 the upper threshold of a matcher yields 0.7560 while the 

lower threshold results in −0.3681. The results reveal that most users in the ESN are classified as matchers 

(57.3%) as opposed to givers (28.5%) and takers (14.2%). 
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5.3 Results of the Third Step: Characterization of Users’ Roles 

To get deeper insights into the structural characteristics of givers, takers, and matchers we regard indegree 

centrality (Ci), outdegree centraliy (Co), closeness centrality (Cc), betweenness centrality (Cb), and 

eigenvector centrality (Ce) for each node of the social as well as the activity graph. We furthermore 

investigate the sharing reciprocity (RS) for each node of the activity graph. We find matchers to be the users 

with the highest centrality measures as well as the highest RS. Table 3 shows the average values resulting 

for givers, takers, and matchers. 

We find that, regarding the social graph, matchers are amongst the best connected users in the network 

showing the highest average values for all centrality measures. This means that matchers follow in average 

most other users (Co) and are most often followed by others (Ci), are the closest to all other users (Cc), are 

most often included in the shortest paths between two other users (Cb), and have connections to other users 

that are themselves very well connected (Ce). As compared to this, takers are on average the least connected 

in the social graph concerning all centralities, closely followed by givers who manifest a slightly better 

connectedness than takers. Focusing on direct communication as represented by the activity graph, the 

results show that again, on average, the matchers are most connected while givers and takers fall behind. 

This holds for all centrality measures. The result for Cc indicates that these users are generally close to all 

other users in the activity graph and that their messages may therefore reach a large number of users in a 

relatively short time. At the same time, these users are most often included in the shortest paths between 

two other users in the activity graph of the ESN (cf. Cb) and hence are able to control or even listen to the 

information exchange between other users. Givers are, on average, the least connected users concerning the 

activity graph, with takers being only slightly more connected than givers. Regarding the exchange of 

sharing messages, givers and takers do not show high levels of reciprocity (cf. RS), but matchers do. This 

again emphasizes the crucial role of matchers for spreading knowledge in the network and advancing the 

community as a whole. 

 Social graph Activity graph 

Ci Co Cc Cb Ce Ci Co Cc Cb Ce RS 

Giver 0.17 0.12 3.50 0.01 2.18 0.07 0.07 0.16 0.01 0.59 25.80 

Taker 0.15 0.10 3.50 0.01 2.01 0.08 0.08 0.19 0.01 0.72 5.25 

Matcher 0.45 0.70 3.52 0.08 4.10 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.13 4.09 48.90 

Table 3 Average Values for the Network Measures depending on Users’ Roles (in %) 

Table 4 depicts the average attributes of the different user roles. We substantiate the findings by the Social 

Network Analysis as we detect that a matcher writes on average 11.5 times as many messages as a giver or 

taker – independent of the message type (private, public, professional, unprofessional, knowledge sharing, 
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knowledge seeking). Moreover, a matcher receives on average 7.2 times more messages as compared to a 

giver and 11.8 times more messages as compared to a taker respectively. Regarding the average terms per 

message, we detect that givers’ messages contain the most (12.8 terms per message) in comparison to 

matchers’ (10.9) and takers’ (9.8). When investigating the contents of the messages exchanged more in 

depth, we find that givers very often share their knowledge in the form of links which inform about news 

in the information technology context and pass on email addresses of colleagues. They further talk about 

the company itself and work relevant topics (i.e. the messages broadly contain the terms “client”, “projects”, 

“management” and “team”) and share presentations and internal information material as well as their 

experience within project work (e.g., with SAP systems). Takers predominantly search for information 

about the company, projects or the experience made within projects and further look for experts for project 

acquisition (i.e. the messages often contain the terms “look”, “project”, and “experience”). Matchers mainly 

share and demand for company and project relevant information. Yet, they also noticeably talk about the 

ESN itself and discuss its functionality. 

In addition, when referring to other activities in the network, like the average amount of group 

memberships, usage of tags, bookmarks, and likes (cf. Table 4) we find that, on average, a matcher 

elucidates the highest participation in each aspect.  

 
Tags 

Group 

memberships 
Bookmarks Likes 

Sent 

messages 

Received 

messages  

Giver 0.05 2.12 0.03 0.26 5.82 0.24 

Taker 0.02 2.07 0.02 0.25 4.64 0.39 

Matcher 0.18 4.80 0.33 1.60 60.01 2.78 

Table 4 Average Values for User Attributes Depending on Users’ Roles 

Summed up, the results of our analysis reveal that matchers take on particular importance in ESN as they 

are the most connected and central users concerning all centrality measures in the social graph as well as 

the activity graph. Moreover, they are also the most active users regarding all other activities analyzed. 

Finally, the interviews with 14 users of the ESN help us to illustrate how the users reflect upon their 

knowledge exchanging behavior and the knowledge exchanging behavior of others. In the interviews, we 

found that some employees have a clear understanding of their role. For instance, one user describes himself 

as a taker: “I’m not an expert so I don’t contribute. But I think I also do a lot of learning. I ask a lot of 

questions to clarify my own knowledge of certain topics. So I think my postings on Yammer are essentially 

to know more and its more questions than anything else.” (Interview C14). Another user states that he uses 

Yammer to share knowledge: “[I use it] to show others how we solved problems. It’s a great tool to 

showcase what worked and also to get feedback about what could be done better. Just the other day, I posted 
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something and got a couple of answers – some of them pointing me in new directions, so it gave me a 

business benefit” (C08). This statement underlines that reciprocity enhances the motivation to participate 

in an ESN and therefore is a crucial aspect for its acceptance. 

At the same time, a number of employees confirm that others often do not “only ask for input” (takers) or 

“only share knowledge” (givers) but engage in discussions where they take both sides and thus could be 

termed matchers. “In general it’s about knowledge. Sharing knowledge and gaining knowledge. Often 

people use it in both ways. That’s what is so great about this tool. It’s easy to gain and it’s easy to share.” 

(C02). Another employee mentions the importance of matchers when it comes to appropriating the 

platform: “But that’s the difference of users within every network. There are some more active and some 

less active. As long as we have enough active people, who consume but also share, the community will be 

sustainable” (C06). Another interviewee states: “I encourage my team as well to be on Yammer as much 

as possible to ensure that we don’t lose that knowledge that’s created out of these discussions.“ (C14). 

Overall, the interviews most widely underpin the results of our quantitative analyses and they also show 

the role of Yammer as knowledge management tool. 

6 Discussion 

While prior studies mainly focus on structural characteristics (e.g., number of likes) when identifying users’ 

roles based on their knowledge contribution in ESN, they do not consider the content perspective in 

sufficient detail [24,25,72,73]. Against this background, we propose and apply an approach consisting of 

three steps that allows us to distinguish between givers, takers, and matchers based on their knowledge 

contribution via ESN messages. Our results illustrate that the contents necessarily need to be considered in 

order to get reliable results as the mere consideration of the structural characteristics may lead to 

misinterpretations of the results (cf. also 6.1). 

6.1 Matchers as Central Element of an ESN 

Our results show that the clear majority of the users in the ESN act as matchers, i.e. they are willing to help 

others but as part of a “this for that”-approach also want to get something back. This is underscored by 

interviews in which users of the considered ESN shared their observations that people use Yammer to gain 

and to share, as it is easy to do both. Beyond that, we find that matchers play a central role in ESN as they 

keep the network alive due to their high network interconnectedness and activity. They are by far the best 

connected in the social as well as the activity graph and are also the most active concerning all other 

activities analyzed (such as giving likes, bookmarks etc.). These results elucidate that matchers are the most 

important users in the ESN as they connect the users and spread the information in the network. The fact 
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that they receive most messages means that by demanding information from users (in turn for sharing 

information), they encourage other users to also participate in the ESN, and thus they keep the network 

alive and together. They can for instance contribute to bridging structural holes [112] between sub-networks 

in the ESN which do not or only little overlap (due to their high Cb) and moreover, they may enable a more 

effective and rapid information exchange between different working groups that are for instance only 

sparsely connected. More generally speaking, matchers are crucial for the diffusion of innovative ideas 

which essentially depends on how people are connected and influence each other [113]. 

Referring to reciprocity, matchers are also those users who mostly give knowledge back to the community 

in return for help, which illustrates that they aim at bringing forward the community as a whole. This is in 

line with Wasko and Faraj [52] who found that giving back to a community in return for help is by far the 

most cited reason why people participate. It also complies with Kollock [114], who states that people 

helping others indeed hope to receive something back in return. He argues that these people expect 

interaction to be available in the future and therefore, the possibility of future reciprocation must be given. 

It can be concluded that companies should use technologies that show the identities of the users and archive 

discussions in a searchable format. 

In addition to sending most messages, matchers also write in average the longest messages which indicates 

that they put a lot of effort in the ESN. For this part, our findings are in line with Berger et al. [74] who 

show that users adding value for others are amongst the best connected users in ESN. In addition, referring 

to the contents exchanged, matchers discuss more about the network itself as well as its functionalities, as 

compared to givers and takers who rather exchange work related information. This fosters that matchers 

are the central element of the ESN keeping the network alive and developing it further. Moreover, our 

results reveal that 50% of the messages are written by approximately 1% of the users, whereby all of these 

are matchers. This complies with Nielsen [115] who find that only 10% of all users in a social community 

create 100% of its content as well as Trier and Richter [72] who state that a smaller group of information 

contributors in organizational networks competes for a large group of retrievers in order to grow their topic. 

Moreover, also Yardi et al. [20] come to know that only a few individuals receive the majority of the 

attention in ESN. In contrast to other studies, our results elucidate that an investigation of the contents is 

crucial to reach valid results. Contrary to Cetto et al. [24] who base their identification of users’ roles on 

the relation of read and write accesses (without considering the contents), we illustrate that solely regarding 

the number of messages is not sufficient. When identifying matchers based on their contents exchanged, 

we find that they also write most of the messages. Regarding merely the number of messages exchanged, 

these users would subsequently be identified as givers. Hence, understanding the contents exchanged more 

in depth is crucial for a reasonable identification of users’ roles. 
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6.2 Givers and Takers as Less Participating Users 

Surprisingly, givers and takers are by comparison less participating users. They write and receive rather 

few messages and are not as well connected in the social and activity graph as compared to matchers. Both, 

givers and takers could have been anticipated to be more active and better connected. Givers could have 

been expected to be more active through a higher absolute amount of outgoing messages and a better 

connectivity while takers could have been expected to gain more knowledge from the network through a 

higher absolute amount of incoming messages and a better connectivity respectively. A reason for the rather 

low connectivity of givers concerning the activity graph can be that the activity graph concerns private 

communication while givers might prefer to share their knowledge not in a private but rather in a public 

context with the aim to reach as many users as possible. But as opposed to this, givers also have comparably 

few group memberships. This is rather surprising as groups could be used to reach multiple users with only 

a single message and thus offer a good opportunity to spread knowledge more easily. Consequently, as 

matchers communicate most in both – the private as well as the public context – companies are well advised 

to precisely identify and address their matchers in order to support an effective and successful exchange of 

knowledge within the organization.  

Nevertheless, it cannot be neglected that also givers and takers are of certain importance for the company 

in such that givers also have the potential to spread knowledge by giving their knowledge to others while 

takers are important in the sense that they can gain new work relevant knowledge through asking questions 

and participating in the ESN. This is in line with Beck et al. [25] who provide evidence that the mix of 

questions and answers in communications impacts the quality of knowledge exchanged. Hence, also these 

users should be encouraged to take an active part in the ESN, for instance through incentives such as a 

bonus for a certain participation rate in the ESN. 

Our results furthermore reveal that a high amount of users is enrolled but has not even one written nor 

received message in the ESN at all. These so called “lurkers” make up to 63.2% of all enrolled users in our 

dataset. This is in keeping with Katz [116] who states that the majority (up to even 90%) of online 

community members can be identified as lurkers. Nonnecke and Preece [68] analyze the reasons for lurking 

in online communities and reveal that amongst the main reasons for this behavior are privacy and safety 

concerns, reluctance, and usability problems [69]. This is in line with the results delivered in our word 

clouds which show that users are still unsure how to properly use the platform and are not completely 

convinced of it. This leads to the assumption that these aspects can really be a problem for some users 

which prevent them from participating in the ESN and which in turn results in lurking. 
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6.3 Characteristics Across All Users’ Roles 

Across all users’ roles, we find that employees use the ESN primarily for professional purposes. Moreover, 

the majority of the professional messages are knowledge sharing which shows that the users are generally 

cooperative and willing to share their professional knowledge with and thus help other users. Hence, they 

use the network as communication channel which enables them to spread their knowledge more easily with 

a vast amount of people (as compared to offline communication). This is in line with Kane [5] and Aral et 

al. [3] who argue that social media in the organizational context support and fundamentally change the way 

people communicate, collaborate, consume, and create.  

Moreover, the fact that the majority of messages are intended to share knowledge can lead to the assumption 

that only one knowledge sharing message as answer to a knowledge seeking message may not be sufficient 

for the explanation of certain circumstances. Users often need more than one message to explain or discuss 

certain aspects in depth, which in turn leads to a higher amount of knowledge sharing messages. This 

enriches the network as discussions can generate new knowledge and encourage other users to give their 

opinion and thus also share their knowledge within the network.  

Moreover, regarding the message contents, our results reveal that knowledge sharing messages tend to point 

to helpful links and tags which in turn ensures that users find information more easily. Further, apart from 

work related information, knowledge sharing messages comprise information about the network (Yammer) 

making clear that the functionalities of the network itself are in focus of communication and need further 

clarification. 

Our results also show that knowledge seeking messages often thank users for messages, which can indicate 

that the message was an answer to a knowledge sharing message following a previous question. A reason 

for the prevalence of sharing messages can be that the employees of the consulting company see the ESN 

as a chance to stand out from the crowd and promote themselves. Through answering questions and sharing 

links they can show that they own a lot of knowledge and are experts in their fields. Against this backdrop, 

they increase their visibility in the company and might be recruited for more projects which in turn enhances 

their reputation and can speed-up their career path in the company. This illustrates that ESN enable 

companies to better detect and trace their experts which then again leads to a more efficient project staffing. 

This is in accordance with Berger et al. [74], who state that companies are well advised to identify their key 

users in ESN to enable a more effective and rapid exchange of information between different working 

groups. Therefore, ESN providers should better invest in the provision of analytic functions to improve the 

visibility of the most important users in the network. 
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6.4 Limitations and Future Research 

Even though our research provides first interesting insights into the identification of as well as the 

characteristics of givers, takers, and matchers in ESN, there are several limitations which can serve as 

starting points for future research. 

First, we only considered one single company, which provided us with the relevant user and message data 

needed to conduct this research. Nevertheless, the ESN was actively used by a large number of users for 

sharing and seeking knowledge and we assume that our findings also hold for other companies using ESN. 

Second, for message classification, we defined knowledge sharing messages as those messages which 

contain helpful information or offer help to other users and we defined knowledge seeking messages as 

those messages containing signs that the user receives information, demands for information, or demands 

help from other users. Obviously, this definition cannot hold in all cases as messages can contain parts from 

both definitions. However, the classification algorithm used provides probabilities that a message pertains 

to the knowledge sharing or knowledge seeking class and thus provides the information that a message 

contains comparably more knowledge seeking or more knowledge sharing content. Hence, it may be well 

assumed these probabilities are appropriate for being used in our context. 

Third, we classified users as givers, takers, and matchers based on the content of their messages. In so 

doing, we focused on relevant words in messages and accepted a loss of semantics as we selected and 

filtered words, ignored verbosity (part of speech), and the context of a message in the message flow. 

However, we assume that the remaining relevant words represent the main features for knowledge 

contribution in ESN. Further in-depth analysis regarding the context of the related thread or group in which 

a message is written is needed to include the message flows in the proposed approach and answer the 

question whether a knowledge seeking message is often followed by a knowledge sharing message. 

Furthermore, it would be of interest to analyze chronological orders of messages, for instance whether a 

discussion is started and finished by a knowledge seeking message while in between the discussion is 

dominated by knowledge sharing messages. 

Moreover, we did not consider the time factor of the messages and the users’ roles. While in a first step, it 

seemed appropriate to take such a static perspective, further studies are needed to analyze this aspect in-

depth. It would be promising to analyze the time-based change of users’ roles (e.g., from takers to matchers 

to givers) and the users’ life cycles. In the course of this development it would also be interesting to 

incorporate further characteristics of the users of each role beyond the social embeddedness (e.g. 

demographics, position in the organization and hierarchies) in order to get a comprehensive picture of 

givers, takers, and matchers. 
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7 Conclusion 

Despite emerging scientific work in the field of ESN, we still observe a lack of research on employees’ 

knowledge exchange practices in ESN, for instance how users contribute knowledge in ESN. While there 

is a growing body of literature on identifying users’ roles which mainly considers the users’ structural 

characteristics [24,25,72–74], the content perspective for getting further insights in the knowledge 

contribution of users as well as their user roles respectively, is still widely unexplored. 

Thus, the aim of this paper is to investigate how users’ roles in ESN can be identified based on users’ 

knowledge contribution in messages. Further, we determine how users can be characterized based on their 

roles and the messages that they exchanged with others. We propose an approach consisting of three steps 

that allows us to distinguish between givers, takers, and matchers based on their knowledge contribution 

via ESN messages.  

The application of our approach to a dataset of a large multinational consulting company delivers exciting 

results which elucidate the importance for companies to also consider ESN as sources of company relevant 

knowledge. First we find that users wrote mainly professional messages and aimed at sharing their 

knowledge which shows that the users are generally cooperative and willing to help others. In addition to 

that, our results reveal that most users in the ESN can be identified as matchers and therefore, they offer 

and deliver information to others, but also demand information in return. Moreover, they are amongst the 

best connected, most active users in the network, giving them a central position in the ESN as they keep 

the network together and alive. Therefore, organizations are well recommended to identify and address their 

matchers for an effective knowledge management within the organization. 

From a theoretical perspective, our findings contribute to the development of a more refined understanding 

of ESN usage in knowledge-intensive work. Through identifying users’ roles we shed light on their 

networking behavior and help to better understand their characteristics. As such our study builds upon 

research on users’ roles in knowledge contribution in ESN and extends its line of thoughts by using a 

content perspective. From a practical point of view, our insights can help companies to better understand 

the knowledge contribution behavior of their employees in ESN. Companies are well advised to better 

investigate and to become acquainted with the characteristics of their ESN users to ensure an efficient 

knowledge management in the company. Our study can support companies to attain this aim as it offers 

valuable insights in the knowledge contribution behavior of their ESN users. 

Summing up, we believe that our study is a first but indispensable step in terms of studying users’ 

knowledge contribution in ESN messages. We hope that our results will stimulate further research on that 

fascinating topic and support practitioners to better understand and use ESN for knowledge management. 
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